
DELIVERING 
SECURE & INNOVATIVE 
SOLUTIONS 
FOR THE WORLDWIDE
DIGITAL 
PAY-TV MARKET 



 20+ years experience.
 100+ partners & customers.

 50+ countries.
 Millions of devices deployed.

 Your long-term success 
 Our co-creative approach 
 Your trusted partner 
 Our Innovation Attitude 



Unique and in-house skills from 
design to manufacturing
Human-size high-tech companies

15
locations worldwide 

Headquarters
France
Engineering (R&D) 
France, India, Taiwan
ASIC design
France
Sales Offices
France, Italy, Germany, 
CIS countries, South Africa, 
Singapore
Production
France, China, Tunisia, Malaysia



CA
M

Our CAM, a compact and green device which, directly 
plugged into the TV and using the same remote 
control, allows Pay-TV (Satellite, Terrestrial or Cable) 
operators to protect their content. Complying with 
evolving video standards (SD, HD or UHD) and security 
requirements with top tier CAS embedded, our CAM 
recently evolves to manage broadband services 
(interactivity, OTT, advertising, data collection…) for 
creative and enriched user experience growing 
demands.



STB

Our STB range, made to operate on both broadcast 
and IPTV/OTT networks, address a wide range of 
market needs from standard HD to high-end Ultra 
HD devices. Our STBs are powered by native software, 
HTML, Android TV or a range of third party software 
and integrate the top tier Pay-TV security providers. 
Our STBs are designed to be  small and elegant while 
being reliable and cost-effective devices.



DONGLE

Our DONGLE concept is about to deal with the Pay-
TV industry recurring headache: keeping-up with 
innovation while reducing investments. Indeed, your 
legacy customer basis deserve new offerings and 
services. Our DONGLE is able to offer such kind of 
evolutions: adding OTT to broadcast legacy STB or 
turning OTT box into secure STB. Our DONGLE can 
help you to invest selectively and maximize reuse for 
the best of your customers.



OTTspot

Our OTTspot, as an OTT delivery solution by Satellite 
for low connectivity areas, increases screen reach 
for Satellite operators addressing the proliferating 
mobile devices where Internet can not. OTTspot 
enables OTT providers a broaden market footprint 
covering areas where broadband connectivity is too 
limited or infrastructures costs scaling by off-loading 
broadband networks. OTTspot unlocks completely 
new B2B segments and type of customers for all the 
OTT players.



Want to prolong the discussion?

Contact us!

business@neotion.com
+33 (0)4 42 98 07 70
www.neotion.com

info@smardtv.com 
+33 (0)4 42 83 80 00

www.smardtv.com


